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In India, the Units of rural milk production are small and 
located in remote areas. There are many societies without proper 
connecting roads. But wide and effective moans of transport, communi-
cation and service institutions in rural areas have been largely felt for 
implementing developmental programmes (Nakkiran, 1968; Agarwal, 
1972.; Savilani, 1978 and Sfiarm 3 et al. (1978). The present study is 
aimed at evaluating the effect of the location of Milk Producer's Co-
operative Society (MPCS) over the organisational efficiency of the society. 

Materials and Methods 

The study was conducted in the NPCSs of Coimbatore District 
Co-operative Milk Producers' Union Ltd., Tamil Nadu. About 20 MPCSs 
4vere selected from societies which has at least three years of operation. 
The organisational efficiency of these societies was measured through 
the inventory of organisational efficiency developed for the study. Then 
MPCSs with organisational efficiency score above the mean -F- one 
standard deviation ware grouped as 'most efficient', MPCSs with 
organisational efficiency score less than mean -one standard deviation 
were grouped as 'less efficient' and the rest were grouped as 'efficient'. 

Nakkiran (1968) stated that the following facilities are very 
imaortant and must be available for starting the society in an area. 
First, it sho~~ld possess transport and communication facilities. If heavy 
loads of supplies or produce are transported from or to the co-operative, 
its premises should be on the best road available. If there is a railway 
the society should be near the station or at a point where a siding ,can 
be built. Secondly, its geographical background should be favourable. 
That is, it should be a fertile tract with assured water supply and good 
climate. Thirdly, it should ~be connected with marketing, banking and 
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extension -%;entres. Lastly, it should possess institutions where pflople 
come together often such as daily or weakly market, place of worship, 
or pancl~ayat office, etc. He opined that these facilities will facilitate 
mutual contact among people which is a necessary condition 'for the 
working of a co-operative organisation. Therefore, in the present study. 
location of thg MPCS mans so;:iety's location with reference to its 
distance from the main road, chilling centre, milk union, road connec= 
lions for transport and existence of service institutions in village where 
th© MPCS is located. Location of the society is measured from secon-
dary data which are obtained by ~:;nauiry ::nd from records, and scoring 
procedure used to measurF this v4ri~.ble. 

Resin ~s and Discuss;on 

a) Distance from main road ; 

Th3 distribution of scores for the distance of tl~e MPCS from 
main road ranged from 96. 0 to 117.96. The mean score 117.96 sho-
wed that the 'less efficient' societies were nearer to the main road. But 
the 'most efficient' and 'efficient' societies were fa~•ther away from the 
main roads. 

b) Distance from the chilling centre 

It is evident from the table that tl~e 'most efficient' societies 
were situated nearer to chilling centres and the 'efficient' societies 
wer© also almost nearer to the centres. The mean score 95.16 indicated 
that the distance was more b~twean 'less efficient' societies and the 
chilling centres. 

c) Distance from the milk union 

The mean scores of the societies presented under distance from 
union suggests that all except the 'most efficient' societies were situated 
nearer to the milk union. A close analysis of the table reveals that no 
society was neither nearer nor farther away from all the three sites 
noted above. Moreover, the milk union sent its vans for collecting the 
rnilk from the societies without causing much delay. 

d) Road connection and condition of the road 

The location of the 'most efficient' and 'loss efficient' societies 
with regard to road connection for transport and condition of the road 
during the rainy season was better than that of 'efficient' societies as 
could be -observed from the mean scores presented in the Table. It 
means that the 'most efficient' and 'less efficient' societies were connec-
ted by yucca roads and the condition of the roads during the rainy 
season was good and the roads were approachable by truck. 
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e) Service insitutions 

The distribution pattern of sores on service institutions suggests 
that societies in the sample had exibited dififerent ,levels of the availability 
of service institutions. However, mean scores of the 'most efficient 
societies for service institutions like commercial bank, PACS, post office, 
telegraphic office, telephone and veterinary centres wsrs 108.44, 109.70, 
109.76, 103.84, 109.08 and 116.36 respectively. It indicates that these 
institutions ut-are availab{e within easy reach to tl~e m9mb3rs of these 
societies. The me<~n score 99.05 was obtained by the 'most efficient' 
societies for recreation centre, which suggests the presence of this 

. centre just moderately at reasonable distance. Similarl;~, all except for 
file veterinary centre, mean scores for the 'less efficient" societies ~Nere 
103.41, 113.74, 109.76, 109.76, 111.S6 and 107.8? respectively to the 
institutions listed in the table and thus revealing the presence of most of 

Table I 

Location of the MPCS and Organisational Efficiency of tho MPCS 

item Characteristics of Mean score of the Computed 
No. Location of the _ societies__ .   value of 'r' -

MPCS Most Efficient Less with organi 
efficient efficient sationUl 

efficiency 

Distance from: 

1. Main road 98.54 96.30 117.96 
2. Chilling contra 106.54 99.10 9516 
3. >t/lilk union 90.17 102.32 103.07 
4. Road connection 107.85 93.51 117.65 
5. Condition 104.00 

of the road 
96.31 110.67 

Service Institutions: 
6. Recreation centre 99.05 99.51 103.41 
7. Commercial bank 108.44 94.23 113.74 
8. PACS 109.76 94.75 109.76 
9. Post office 109.76 95.07 109.76 

10. Telegraphic i 03.84 
office 

96.68 111.86 

11. Telephone 109'03 95.42 107.82 
12. Veterinary centre 116.35 100.41 76.43 

Overall 1262.73 1163.01 1276.69 

NS - Not Significant 
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file facilities wl7ereJs in the case of 'efficient' societies except the veteri-
nary centre, all other service institutions were either absent or situated 
at far-off places as the mean scores ofi these 'institutions were less than 
the general mean 100. 

Tha overall scores were 1262.73, 1163.01 and 'I 276.69 for the 
'most efficient', 'efficient" and 'less efficient' societies respectively. This 
means that locations of the 'most efficient' and 'less efficient' societies 
were conducive and favourable for the successful working compared to 
'efficient' societies. Tf1e location of the MPCS did not result in significant 
influence on the efficiency of the organisation because negative and non-
significant correlation was observed. The present finding did ..not support 
the findings of Nakkiran (f 968) who concluded location of the society as 
the 'prime factor' for the growth and su;,ce~s of the co-operative 
crganisation. 

The result of r tl~e present study implies that there might be 
several oth~; factors responsible for the efificient functioning of the society. 
Ho•Never, the policies and schemes finalised by planners at the top can 
be translated at the unit level (village) if there are quick transport, 
communication and other facilities. They can be strengthened or establi-
shed only when the location of the organisation is conducive and favourable 
for its successful working. 

Summary 

The location of 'most efficient' and 'less efficient' societies were 
more favourable for its growth and success. However, it did not have 
significant effect towards the organisational efficiency of the MPCS. 
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